Acute Angling's
Amazon Fishing News
Acute Angling’s Quarterly Fishing Newsletter
Fall, 2016

Thanks for visiting us. Enjoy our 2017 Catalog & our award-winning newsletter !
Our new, 2017 trip catalog - Acute Angling owns, operates,
outfits and organizes a variety of Amazon fishing trips using its
3 specialized operating mechanisms to access peacock bass and
Amazon exotic species. All operate with similar itineraries and
amenities while differing mechanically in their accommodations
and mobility. Read on for an overview description of the trips.

…. Fall Notes ....
2017 Show Season - We’re back on
the road again. Visit us at Dallas Safari Club,
Houston SC and Sacramento’s ISE in January. In February we’re at Safari Club Intn’l
in Vegas, then Portland, OR & Philadelphia,
March finds us at the Fred Hall show in L.A,
then Scottsdale, AZ.
Seminars Available - From April ’til
August, Paul Reiss, PhD., provides entertaining and educational Amazon fishing
seminars to sportsmen’s clubs around the
U.S. Call us to see if your group qualifies to
host “Fierce Fishes of the Amazon”
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Our Fall 2016 Newsletter - We’ve inserted our latest newsletter
into our new 2017 catalog, so you can get an idea of what we do
and what’s new. We’ve got lots of new features and two new
trips described in this issue. Take a look at our client trophy
photos to see what we’re fishing for and enjoy the articles.
Members of our mailing list receive new issues quarterly.

Blackwater Explorer Yacht Trips - Living on a secure, air-conditioned mother ship while
fishing the wild Amazon in nimble bass-boats offers
the best of both worlds. Our yacht boasts both
incredible mobility and relaxed comfort. Water
levels and fishing conditions often change on a
weekly basis in the Amazon. The Blackwater Explorer keeps its anglers in the most productive water despite changing conditions. We operate our
yacht trips only during seasons or in locations that
provide unlimited access to the most remote and
productive
waters.

Mobile floating bungalow camps.
Deep in the heartReal
of the
Amazon
river

Our elegant, air-conditioned yacht,
the Blackwater Explorer .

Floating Bungalow Camps - Our bungalow-style floating camps are designed to go to
remote peacock bass waters that nothing else
can reach. These self-contained, moveable, shallow draft units can achieve access to the most
inaccessible waters in the Amazon with mobility
and flexibility for changing conditions. Floating
bungalow trips in Brazil are offered on selected,
big-fish rivers.

monsters
should be
Exotic Species Variety - monstrously
Jungle Lodge Trips
or ….
Acute Angling operates excitingbig,
variety
trips for sabertoothed payara, fierce giant trairão (wolfish), fastwater peacock bass, powerful pirapitinga, acrobatic bicuda, enormous
300+ lb. giant catfish and more. Our brand new jungle lodge
provides full amenities. Nowhere else in the Amazon can you
experience a fishing trip with this much adventure, variety
and excitement. Protected within a closed Indian reserva- Our air-conditioned lodge on a
high-gradient mountain river.
tion, this exclusive fishery is in a land that time forgot.
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Species:

Fish for the world's most exciting gamefish on
the beautiful, air-conditioned, “Blackwater
Explorer” yacht mothership.
Built to fish - Sure, the “Blackwater Explorer” is

Giant Peacock Bass; also, depending on area fished; catfish, traira,
aruana, peixe cachorro & others
Country:

Brazil (Central Amazon Basin)
Fishery:

Rio Negro and Madeira basins
Season:

Late August thru Early March
Accommodation Type:

Fig. 1b.
“Açú”

Air-Conditioned Mothership
Hosted by:

Barbara Silva
and/or Paul Reiss
Format:

Single or Double Occupancy
Included: Six+ full days of fishing; 7
nights on the Blackwater Explorer, double occupancy; gourmet meals; open
bar; charter flights; fishing licenses,
rods & reels; guided fishing (2 anglers/
boat); airport assistance and transfers.
Not Included: Air tr anspor tation to
Manaus, Brazil; tipping; lures; passports; visas; airport departure tax.
Available: Acute Angling pr ovides
these necessary services for its clients.
1. International air transportation
We provide booking services on the
international carriers servicing Manaus,
Brazil for all clients traveling with us.
2. Complete fishing tackle packages,
for this trip, species and location specific, are available, on-line, through;
www.tackle-box.net
3. Complete passport and visa service
provided by ItsEasy Visa Services.
4. Comprehensive Travel insurance is
offered via Travel Guard International.
Igapo Aҫu Indian Reservation - Late August, September and
early October are the optimal months for the Amazon ‘s most productive fishing trip in the amazing Igapó Aҫu region. Enclosed in a
restricted Indigenous reserve, the Blackwater Explorer is the only
mothership operation with the rights to this hyper-productive fishery. Our great mobility allows us to access several Rio Madeira
tributaries, including the Rio Matupiri, Lago Tacquia, Rio Preto and
the Rio Igapó Aҫu. Over 300 miles of exclusive, majestic, fishable
waters with giant lagoons, winding tributaries and lazy creeks.
This trip is focused on quantity - Extremely high daily catch
averages (from 35 - 100 or more peacocks a day!). Trophy fish in
the teens are common and fish over 20 lbs. are taken here every
season. Fantastic fly fishing opportunities.
Single Occupancy Trip Configuration - Space is limited to 8
anglers per group, float-plane access, private cabins. This trip fills
up a year in advance, so make your plans early! $5250 per angler.

the most attractive yacht sailing the Amazon basin ...
... But more importantly, she’s been built to fish.
Designed for fishermen - We’ve done our best to
think through every aspect of her design in terms of
fishing productivity, angler comfort and maximum
navigability. As a result, we’ve created the best purpose-built fishing vessel in the Amazon Basin.
Luxurious and Comfortable 1. Bright, airy cabins with comfortable beds, 110VAC
outlets and plenty of storage space.
2. Private bathrooms with full-size sink, toilet and
separate hot shower in each cabin.
3. Two meter ceilings. Even 6 -footers don’t have to
crouch.
4. Big (6½ x 7 meter) air-conditioned common area
and dining room paneled in Brazilian hardwoods.
5. Wide, secure, non-slip stairwells.
6. Cabin doors all open directly to outdoor spaces.
7. Super-Shallow draft for improved mobility - far
less than typical Amazon motherships. We can fish
areas others can’t even think to enter.
8. Extra-wide beam - Perfect stability.
9. Smoke-free cabins and indoor areas.
10. Huge, open-air bar and lounge area on upper deck.
Our focus is fishing productivity, but the watchword aboard
is "comfort". The spacious lounge greets anglers with an icecold mixed drink at the end of a hard day’s fishing. The dining
room hosts sumptuous home-cooked meals from our fully
equipped kitchen that will have you planning a new diet when
you get home, while you sip excellent wines. The yacht has a
large open air deck and bar for outdoor relaxing or stargazing.
All decks have railed walkways. Laundry is washed daily.
Our fast and nimble 17 ft. aluminum bass boats are towed
behind while we travel. Our mobility lets us offer optional
jungle walks, native village visits, evening catfishing and
(catch and release) caiman spotlighting escapades.

The best fishing trips in the Amazon at any
price. Come and enjoy them with us.
Rio Negro Basin - In mid-October, the Blackwater Explorer
moves into the enormous Rio Negro basin. With hundreds of
miles of complex, island-dotted archipelagos and dozens of fish
-laden tributaries, this is the world’s largest peacock bass fishery - and we make use of all of it. We’re not stuck in the channels! The Explorer’s super-shallow draft and broad, displacement-type hull lets us go exactly where conditions are best.
This trip is focused on size - World-record size peacock
bass (approaching 30 pounds) are found in the Rio Negro basin
If you seek a 20 pound trophy, this is the place to go. Good daily catch averages (from 15 - 30 or more peacocks a day). Fish
over 20 lbs. are taken here just about every week.
Double or Single Occupancy Trip Configuration - Space
is limited to 14 anglers per group, charter flight access, private
or shared cabins. The best value in the Amazon!
$4250 - double occupancy; or; $4750 - private cabin

For more detailed information, visit - http://www.acuteangling.com/peacock-bass-fishing-boat-bwe.php
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What you’ll find when you ar r ive in the utter
middle of nowhere are roomy, comfortable cabins,
with every detail considered. The highly mobile
camps include every function necessary for your
comfort. In our combination dining room/camp
Country:
Brazil (Central Amazon Region)
kitchen, you'll eat in style, enjoying delicious meals.
Fresh breads and pastries are baked daily and imFisheries:
ported
wines, ice-cold beer,
Secondary Tributaries of the Rio
soft
drinks
and BrazilianNegro, Madeira and Amazonas
Fig. 1b.
style
“Caipirinha”
flow
Season:
“Açú”
freely
throughout
your
fishSeptember thru December
ing
trip.
Our
comfortable,
Accommodation Type:
versatile camps are managed
Fly-in, Floating Bungalows;
by
Wellington Melo, a
Individually Air-conditioned
knowledgeable
fisherman and guide, experienced in
Hosted by:
handling
the
logistics
inherent in Amazon fishing
Wellington Melo and/or Paul
operations.
Since
groups
are small, the staff and
Reiss or Paulo Fraga
bilingual
host
offer
truly
hands-on
attention. Daily
Format:
laundry
service
and
satellite
phone
access are just a
Double Occupancy
few of the available amenities.
Included: Six + days of fishing; 7
What you won’t find in our camp is discomfor t.
nights in the fishery, double occupancy;
The air-conditioned cabins are cool, pleasant and
all meals and beverages; open bar; charter flights; fishing licenses; rods and
secure. Typically parked against beautiful white
reels, guided fishing (2 anglers per
sand beaches, the camps have more of the feel of a
boat); airport assistance and transfers.
Caribbean resort than a remote jungle outpost. AfNot Included: Air tr anspor tation to
ter a long day of fishing, you can relax on the beach,
Manaus, Brazil; tipping; fishing lures;
barefoot and in bathing suits, with a chilled cocktail
passports; visas; airport departure tax.
in hand. But don’t worry, you can still tell tall stoAvailable: Acute Angling pr ovides
ries about the hardships of the jungle to everyone at
these necessary services for its clients.
home, even though what you really experienced was more like a beach front vacation
1. International air transportation
with great Amazon fishing at its heart.
Species:

Trophy Peacock Bass; also, depending on area fished; catfish,
traira, aruana & others

We can provide booking services on the
international carriers servicing Manaus,
Brazil for all clients traveling with us.
2. Complete fishing tackle packages,
for this trip, species and location specific, are available, on-line, through ;
www.tackle-box.net
3. Complete passport and visa service
is provided via ItsEasy Visa Services.
4. Comprehensive Travel insurance is
offered via Travel Guard International.

Giant Peacock Bass - Rio Negro Tributaries. October through
December are the optimal months for our floating bungalows in the
Rio Negro basin. Drafting less than 1 foot with full aluminum hulls,
these versatile units can make their way through just about anything to find optimal fishing conditions far away from the crowds.
This trip is focused on size but often adds quantity - Daily
catch averages (from 10 - 30 or more per day). World-record size
peacock bass (approaching 30 pounds) are found in the Rio Negro
basin. If you seek a 20 pound trophy, this is the place to go.
Double Occupancy Trip Configuration - Space is limited to 8
anglers per group, float-plane only access, roomy cabins.
$4950 per angler - double occupancy;

New - Economy Peacock Bass Trip - September of 2017.
The best value in the Amazon! Every last bit as comfortable and
exciting as our regular bungalow trips, this trip is significantly
less expensive due to the reduced logistical and operational
costs inherent in its structure and location. Adventure and excitement on a budget! Fish for Pinima peacocks (Cichla pinima)
This trip is focused on variety and quantity - Good daily
catch averages (from 15 - 30 or more pinima peacocks a day)
plus apapá and catfish. Trophy fish in the teens are found here.
Double Occupancy Trip Configuration - Space is limited
to 8 anglers per group, float-plane only access, roomy cabins.
$3450 per angler - double occupancy;

For more detailed information, visit - http://www.acuteangling.com/peacock-bass-fishing-floating-bungalow.php
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Species:

Peacock Bass, Trairaõ (wolfish),
Payara, Bicuda, Pacu, Pescada:
Giant Amazon Catfish; Piraiba, Jau,
Redtails, Sorubim, Jundira and more
Country:

Brazil
Fishery:

Guyana Shield Highlands
Season:

October through February
Accommodation Type:

Rustic air-conditioned lodge

Amazon variety
species lodge

Hosted by:

Wellington Melo and/or Paul Reiss
Format:

Double Occupancy, Ground based, w/
optional Satellite Camp access
Included: Six+ days of fishing; 7 nights
lodge accommodations, all camp services;
satellite camp; all camp meals and beverages; charter flights; guided fishing (2 anglers
per boat); airport assistance and transfers.
Not Included: Air tr anspor tation to Manaus, Brazil; tipping; terminal tackle (lures);
passports; visas.
Available: Acute Angling pr ovides these
necessary services for its clients.
1. International air transportation We
can provide booking services on the international carriers servicing Manaus, Brazil for
all clients traveling with us.
2. Complete fishing tackle packages, for
this trip, species and location specific, are
available, on-line, through ;
www.tackle-box.net
3. Complete passport and visa service is
provided via ItsEasy Visa Services.
4. Comprehensive Travel insurance is
offered via Travel Guard International.
Rio Travessão - Multi-Species Variety Trip. There’s no

place like the Rio Travessão. If you think that oddly famous TV star, who poses himself all over South America catching one “river monster” per episode is doing
something special, well he just doesn't know the Rio
Travessão. The biggest, baddest and most monstrous
of them all are here, all together and ready to fight all
the time.—This trip is focused on Variety and Size.
Preserved in an Indian reservation and protected
from outside access by rapids and waterfalls, this
unique fishery provides anglers with more than just an
exciting fishing trip … this is a true Amazon adventure.
Double Occupancy Trip Configuration - Space is
limited to 8 anglers per group, float-plane only access,
roomy cabins, delicious food, comfortable facilities.
$5450 per angler - double occupancy;

This trip is for the hardcore angler
who has done it all and is still looking
for more. The Rio Travessão, isolated
by impassable waterfalls and inside a
protected Indian reservation is the Amazon’s most outstanding variety fishery. We have the great privilege of operating a full scale jungle fishing lodge
within its protected waters.
The Travessão's isolated habitats
hold a true potpourri of Amazon species. Big, ugly wolfish (trairão) up to 35
pounds, bicuda up to 3 feet long, hieroglyphic patterned sorubim, pacu and the
biggest black piranha we’ve ever seen
haunt the narrow braids and creeks,
while the wider sections hold chunky
peacock bass in the rocky shallows and
trophy payara in the quick running tailraces. Deep holes harbor a contingent of
the Amazon’s most gigantic catfish, including 300+ pound piraiba, huge jau,
big redtails, jundira and more.
If you’re looking for some extreme
fishing excitement, then join us on the
wild and isolated Travessão and become
among the few outsiders to ever experience these eerily beautiful lands.

Exploratory Trips - The term “Exploratory” has been used to
describe just about any kind of Amazonian travel - from Teddy
Roosevelt’s famous journey to a luxury river cruise. But we’re
fishermen and what we care about is finding fish. So, our
unique exploratory trips are focused on and dedicated to finding new and better fishing opportunities. They are truly Amazon explorations, but they’re not for everyone.
This trip is focused on fishing unexplored new areas.
It promises exciting fishing, but also carries the possibility of
extended travel, uncertain itineraries, untrained guides and
sometimes, difficult fishing. Unlike our polished, regular trips,
explorations are not always so perfectly choreographed.
Trip Configuration - Always dependent on our ability to bring
resources to a fishery, our 2017 Exploratory will use utilize our
safari-style tent camp with direct floatplane access.
2017 Exploratory - $5450 per angler;

Copyright © 2015 Acute Angling - All Rights Reserved

For more detailed information, visit - http://www.acuteangling.com/peacock-bass-fishing-floating-bungalow.php
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Because we’re the best in the business! … and we firmly believe it. Nonetheless, booking the fishing trip of a lifetime shouldn't be done
rashly. There are lots of trip choices and entities to book with. How can you sort through the options? Do your homework! Knowledge
is power! We know that the more information you have, the more likely you are to choose us. Take advantage of the information offered here to make an informed decision. You deserve to get your money's worth and expectations met. We hope you'll fish with us,
but whatever you decide, have a wonderful trip! There are no fishes anywhere else that compare with the fierce fishes of the Amazon!
Who else sells peacock bass trips? - Sadly, just about everyWho are we? We’re the owner, operator, outfitter and organizer of our
one with a fishing habit and a website! Why "sadly"? Because
Amazon fishing trips. We’re a team of experts providing the information,
most have no direct connection to, or control over what they sell,
logistics, service and support to ensure your realization of the fishing trip
nor how it’s run. In fact, many are nothing more than a glossy
of a lifetime. Based in two continents, we coordinate a team of 32 profeswebsite. No staff, no office, no resources - just a knack for being
sional guides, chefs, mechanics and staff. Here are our key people;
visible. They'll sell you a trip and then auction you off to whomevPaul Reiss, PhD - Principal owner, founder and
er will deliver it. Who do you select? Let's take a look at the facts.
president of Acute Angling. After a successful
First, the trip operators - they are your best option. They own
entrepreneurial career, he fulfilled a lifelong biolotheir equipment; yachts, camps, boats, etc. They hire, train and
gist’s dream by founding a business that allows
him and our angling clients to explore the world’s
manage their staff. They schedule and implement their trips. They
vastest wilderness while pursuing its fiercest sportcontrol, and are responsible for their operations and logistics.
fish. With two decades of field experience, three
They must be properly organized, fully insured companies, as is
fluent languages and a PhD in Neotropical IchthyAcute Angling. Buy a trip from us and you are secure in knowing
ology, he is the sporting world’s foremost expert
that you have contracted with the responsible entity. We own,
on giant Amazon peacock bass. There is no one
operate, outfit and organize our trips. There are no layers of fluff
better qualified to answer your Amazon fishing
(excuses) between you and your trip. We deliver what was promquestions and deliver your Amazon trip.
ised - or we make it good. We've been doing so for over 20 years.
Garry Reiss - Partner and general manager- An acThen there are outfitters - A somewhat loosely defined term
countant by training and former CFO, Garry has the adfor a trip organizer. Most of them charter time (even a single
ministrative experience to make sure that our complex
week) on yachts or camps owned (and operated) by others. Altscheduling, services and functions mesh into a seamless
hough a few good outfitters exist, most are not very dependable.
whole. Always available in our U.S. office, he impleWhat's the problem? In order to deliver what's promised, an outfitment's every facet of your trip. Garry is the person to call
ter must control the operation you’re fishing with. If not, there's
with all of your administrative questions or special needs.
that nebulous cloud of excuses between what you were promised
Norberto Guedes - Partner,
and what was delivered. Outfitters may be forced to cancel operations manager - shipbuilder, wilderness
sometimes weeks or even days before a trip because they’ve been
expert and logistics manager, he oversees day-to
betrayed by the owner/operators - a better deal came up - too few
-day operation of the Blackwater Explorer yacht.
people in the group - the boat broke! If your outfitter has no conWell versed in the Amazon's network of rivers
trol over his operator, you have no control over your trip.
and routes, he coordinates supply, staffing and
And the good ones come at a price—a higher one. They're genmaintenance of our mothership operation, keeperally quite expensive because there are two separate entities that
ing it always running like clockwork.
need to make a profit, leaving you with an extra layer of cost.
Wellington Melo Check prices before you select a trip. Acute Angling simply uses
Partner, operations manager - former airline piits own wholly-owned operations - one entity, one set of books,
lot, Florida fishing guide and Brazilian governone layer of pricing, no fluff - and no excuses.
ment policy implementer, he is our chief negotiaFishing Travel Agents—They usually sell a broad array of
tor with Indigenous peoples and government
fishing trips outfitted or operated by others. Again, we must admit
agencies. He constantly searches for new fishing
there are some good ones who provide an important service. Anopportunities and organizes our explorations. He
glers may have a personal relationship with an agent who undercoordinates management, supply and staffing of
stands precisely what his client is looking for and can connect him
our floating bungalow and variety species lodge
to it; valuable to a client he knows well and sometimes worth the
and is also the bilingual client-representative in both operations.
extra price of the commission they command. Unfortunately,
And an entire team of polished professionals - Even hands-on manmany agents are simply in it for a buck. Many don't know much
agers are not enough to make a complex operation like ours function perabout the operations or outfitters they try to sell and some don't
fectly. Our dedicated staff includes; Daylla Guedes, attorney and bilingual
know much about peacock bass fishing! They're like the used car
"boots on the ground" in Brazil, she ensures that our documents and licenssalesman whose lot you stepped onto first. They're going to sell
es are in place and coordinates our complex logistics; Barbara Silva, the
you what they have, no matter what it is you really need. Acute
bilingual, live-aboard, hostess on our Blackwater
Angling sells its own wholExplorer trips; Brahma Lutchmeesingh and Steve
Here are some questions you should ask;
ly-owned and operated trips
Munaf, our savvy, bilingual transfer agents, pick you 1. What type of entity are you - operator, outfitter, agent? - one entity, one layer of
up and deliver you to each of the stops along the path 2. Do you own the operation and control the trip?
pricing, no layer of fluff of your fishing adventure; Marizete Guedes and
3. Are you a legitimate business with insurance and reno excuses.
Loura Melo produce incredible meals in the middle
sources to protect me and the investment I've made?
Then, there are the
of the Amazon rainforest; Maria Marta Alvarez is the 4. Do you provide a turn-key package - ensuring that my loose-ends - Nothing but a
go-to person for your air travel. Tomas and Toin,
trip is complete and that all services I need are available? website and a salespitch,
both mechanics par excellence, keep our generators
5. Can you give me real life references that I can talk to? they'll take your money and
running, our air-conditioners cooling and our motors
sell your booking wherever
humming. Along with the best fishing guides in the basin and our expert
they can get a cut. Like Forrest Gump's "box of chocolates", you
support personnel, they put the final sheen on our Amazon operations.
never know what you're going to get! Don't do this to yourself!

How do I arrange a trip? - Book with an operator who has a reputation for knowledge, honesty and performance. Of course, we highly recommend ourselves. It’s too easy to book a trip in water that doesn’t hold the right species, or that is not at optimal levels. Don’t
inadvertently book on an operation that runs a weekly fixed route, ignoring conditions, and don’t pay thousands more for the privilege of fishing on oversized, fancy boats that are way too big to go where the fish are. If you’re planning the fishing trip of a lifetime,
plan it with an operation that knows how to deliver fish and that puts your satisfaction before gross profit or marketing gimmicks.

Acute Angling's
Amazon Fishing News
The Quarterly Exotic Species Newsletter
Fall, 2016

Water Levels back to Normal as Last Year’s Extreme El Nino Event Subsides
El Niño” event
neutral ENSO status has brought water levels back to normal and has already provided excellent water levels and fishing
results this season. We expect more of the same going forward!

.... Summer Notes ....
New Photo Gallery - Anglers take
photos—to remember their experience
and to share it with others. We’ve
helped a bit in the past by publishing
some of your trophy shots in our
newsletter, but now we’re taking it to
the next level. All Acute Angling clients
will now have access to their own
Acute Angling Photo Gallery account,
where they can share their images with
their choice of people they invite, or
make them available to the fishing public in general. Show the world your
trophies, or your artistic impressions
… but most of all, share your fishing
mojo! (see page 10)

New Trips for 2017 - Once again, we’re heading to untouched waters on a new, fast-water exploratory trip in August. Along with that, last year’s “Economy Exploratory”
turned out so well and with such surprising species variety,
that we’ve added it to our regularly scheduled calendar. It’s
now our Economy Peacock Bass trip. See page 12 for more.

Acute Angling focuses its efforts on finding
and providing the extreme and exotic adventure fishing experiences that are fast disappearing from our planet. We go where others
can't or won't to give anglers the opportunity
to experience a one-of-a-kind Amazon wilderness fishing adventure. Now we’ve added
another dimension to our already exciting
adventures – kayak fishing in the Amazon.

Inside this issue:
Kayak Fishing in the Amazon

…6

Kayak Fishing, cont’d

…7

Trophies - Igapo Acu, Piranima

…8

Client Trophies - Rio Negro

…8

“Stoked on Fishing” Trips

…9

New! Photo Gallery

..10

Fly Fishing with Acute Angling

..11

New Economy Peacock Trip

..12

New—2017 Exploratory Trip

..12

2017 Calendar & Availability –15, 16

Check out
our new video about this
awesome
fishing trip.
Click here

“Hey Guys.
I’m glad you are
going to be pioneering the kayak
experience, makSandy caught peacock bass, wolfish, bicuda, Amazon
ing it easily availcatfish and more from his own inflatable kayak. Now, our
able to all clients.
anglers will fish from stable and fully equipped Ascend
Getting my kayak
FS-10 sit-in fishing kayaks (see next page).
down last year
there was no easy task…but boy was it worth it.
Now, everything will be ready and waiting when
anglers arrive. My experience went something
like this: We get up at sunrise, my guide takes me
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Our
They boast 3 rod holders, a gear well and
padded seat. Complete with paddles, life jackets, and
helmets, these stable, agile kayaks handle 325 lbs.

The Rio Travessao offers kayak anglers the best of
both worlds … awesome fish and spectacular waters.

With kayaks available in all of our Amazon operations.
Anglers can now pursue all of the fierce fishes of the
Amazon from the cockpit of a kayak. Experience the
excitement of a hand-to-hand battle with a giant peacock bass, fanged payara, brutish wolfish or giant catfish when you fish with Acute Angling.
Kayak fishing for peacocks is a question of who is
catching whom … a big peacock will tow you along!.

But, if you land it, the
result is a kayak selfie!

ten miles upriver in our fishing boat. I slide into my kayak as the
guide moves the aluminum bass boat away … then abruptly comes
back and shakes my hand like he will never see me again. Wow! This
is surreal! All alone...200 miles from civilization. I’m a little uneasy.
Then, on my very first cast I hook a monster Rio Travessao fast water
Peacock … It pulls the kayak around like it’s nothing. The feeling of
landing it all by myself with no guide is exhilarating.”
“For a while afterwards, I just drifted, taking it all in … Me and the
river …. howler monkeys, caiman, river otters, hundreds of butterflies, macaws, a toucan … things you wouldn’t readily see if you were
in a noisy motorboat. The guys in the bass boats may have caught a
few more fish, but they missed out on the experience of a lifetime.
This one day was worth the whole trip and will forever be etched in
my memories as the best day of my life! Totally Awesome! Thank you!
This separates the men from the boys :)” Sandy Blauvelt, TX.

Igapo Aҫu - The Ultimate Numbers Fishery … & Trophies Too!
This huge, protected Indian Reservation is well known as a numbers fishery. It never fails to deliver that, but this season it delivered a surprising amount of big fish as well. This is a fantastic destination for both conventional tackle and fly anglers. Space is limited here and usually filled
at least a year in advance. If this sounds like the trip for you, call now to reserve your space for 2017 - because it’s already almost full!

→

Joe
Rossi,
Winter
Park, FL
Bill
Portuese,
Seattle,
WA

Tim
McHugh,
Seattle,
WA

Norberto
Guedes,
Samauma, AM,
Brasil

Joe Fanelli,
Sacramento,
CA, scored
big with
both a
chopper
and a
fly.
Barbara
Silva, our
Hostess

David Lukof,
Pennsburg, PA

Arvel
Castleberry,
Vista, CA

Jeff
Huntsinger,
Rancho
Murieta,
CA
Greg Wesner,
Bainbridge Island, WA

Cam Sigler,
Vashon, WA

Jose Luis Llorca,
Dominican
Republic

For 4 weeks, we explored the Rio Piranima with our Fly-in Floating Bungalow Camp. The results were excellent - plenty of fish, good size and
surprising variety, so we’re going back to do it again next year, with an amazing economy price. Here are some of our clients trophy photos.
Joe Fanelli,
Sacramento,
CA with a
nice
pinima
peacock

Richard Ma ,
Carlisle, MA,
with a huge
aruana.

Todd
Kuwaye,
with a
nice
apapa.

Catching apapa
from our new fishing
kayaks is great fun .

Todd
Kuwaye,
Kaneohe,
HI with a
big redtail cat.

The Rio Negro basin and its tributaries are a giant fish region, home to the world’s biggest peacock bass! If you dream of a 20 pounder, then
this is your destination! And ... the numbers are pretty darn good here too! We confidently publish our results each season and our longterm averages per angler - here they range from 100 to 200 fish per week! Enough to keep the most maniacal caster busy, especially considering that many of these fish are well into the trophy class. On any given week, our results usually outstrip any other operation in the region.
We have the knowledge and experience to know where to go and the mobility and unique access to shallow tributaries to get you there.
Christina Welsford,
Chester Springs, PA

Gary
Wells,
Flower
Mound,
TX

Gil Welsford,
Chester Springs,
PA

Christi Bender,
Pottstown, PA

Bob
DiCampli,
Pottstown,
PA

Guy Morrison, Spring Branch, TX

Brent
Moreland,
Missouri
City, TX

Our “elegantly rustic” new lodge is
comfortable beyond expectations.

They’ve plied the waters of the world, but this was something
they’d never experienced before. The Rio Travessao has the ultimate
in Amazon species variety, and the Stoked crew tried them all.
Chunky fast-water peacock bass, ferocious wolfish, fanged payara
and acrobatic bicuda head the list of scaled predators, while giant
catfish, including piraiba, red-tails, sorubim, jau and jundira fill out
the whiskered monster list. Look for the TV shows to air this winter.
Meanwhile, they’re heading back to the scene of last year's success. The “Stoked on Fishing” crew will be back on the Blackwater
Explorer on December 2, 2017 to hunt for giant peacock bass (like
the ones above in the Rio Negro basin … and they’re inviting you to
join them! For more information or to sign up with the crew, contact
Andrew Perreira at 909 560-2394 or andrew@stokedonfishing.com

Fanged payara.

Chunky,
fast-water
peacocks

Ferocious
wolfish
Giant
piraiba
catfish
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Fishing in the Amazon is an extr emely photogenic activity.
The scenery is awesome, the culture and people are enchanting and
the trophies merit the lifetime memories a good photo can ensure. As
a result, our anglers take a lot of photos — not just to remember
their experience but to share it with others. We’ve helped a bit in the
past by publishing some of your trophy shots in our newsletter, but
now we’ve taken it to the next level. All Acute Angling clients now
have access to their own Acute Angling Photo Gallery account,
where they can share their images with their choice of people they
invite, or make them available to the fishing public in general. Acute
Anglers can show the world their trophies, or their artistic impressions … but most of all, they can share their Amazon fishing mojo!
What is the Acute Angling Gallery? - Like Flick’r and other
social media photo sites, the Acute Angling gallery is designed to
allow you to display and share your photos and to allow visitors to
our site to see just what the Amazon fishing experience is all about.
You can post photos of your trip preparations, tackle, travel experi-

wpocahontas

ences, accommodations, meals, trophies, guides, fishing partners ...
just about anything associated with your trip with us that’s in good
taste and suitable for a family oriented website.
How do you get your own, free gallery? If you have alr eady
fished with us or have a trip booked for the future, you simply need
to ask! Visit our site and click on any of our contact icons, email us
or call us. Simply let us know you’d like us to create a photo gallery
account for you. Your confidential personal login credentials will
follow shortly thereafter.
How does it work? Once you login, our Galler y will take you
to your dashboard. From there, you can control your personal account details and permissions and set your own, readily remembered
password. You can easily upload photos by browsing to them from
any of your devices. You can add captions and even write full descriptions of each item. The Gallery will allow you to create and
organize a slideshow, determine the order of your photos and specify
a cover photo for your personal gallery.
What can I do with my gallery? You can make it public and
share it with the world, or you can keep it private, sharing it only
with friends you invite. You can link it to your Facebook page or
your Twitter account. You can email links to your friends, you can

even plug it into your home TV and show guests your slide show
on a big screen. It’s yours to do with as you like.
Are there any limitations or rules? Well, of cour se. We ask
that you keep it pleasant, positive and fishing trip focused. Your
photos should be associated only with trips operated or offered,
past or present, by Acute Angling (we don’t want to irritate our
competitors). And of course, we are a family oriented website. All
photos, captions and descriptions are therefore refereed before being made publicly accessible. Referees check for updates twice
daily, so your gallery will always be quickly updated.
Acute Angling strives to maintain an active web presence.
We hope that you will help us to accomplish this by joining our
gallery, posting your photos and sharing them with your friends,
social media contacts and the rest of the internet world. In an effort
to build a solid base for our gallery and to help get it established as
quickly as we can, we’ll send the first 100 gallery posters an Acute
Angling t-shirt (you must have already uploaded photos and be
visible on the site to be eligible). Many anglers have already posted
beautifully crafted galleries and you can browse their photos to get
ideas for how to create your own.
Photo Gallery Contest—It’s been a few years since we’ve had a
contest and it looks to us like it’s time for another one. We’re
thinking it ought to offer two free trips; one for the best (most interesting and artistic) and one for the most visited gallery on our
website. (We expect to announce this new contest sometime in
mid-2017). Of course, you must be in it in order to win it.
Photo tips. Your har d-won trophies merit the lifetime memories a
good photo can ensure. So, make your trophy shot a good one! You
hold the fish (not the guide). Hold it out in front of you, showing
its side (not its belly or back). Don’t cover your face. Keep the sun
at the photographers back. Bring the camera close. Smile!
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Fly-fishing the amazon
All our trips are fly fishing friendly. Here are some of our favorites!
♦ Peacock Bass - Blackwater Explorer

that fifteen 'pounder' runs you into a wood pile. You’ll go through a lot of
leader material, because of the peacock's abrasive teeth. We recommend a
spool of soft monofilament leader material. If you're trying for an IGFA
record, you'll have to follow their leader specifications, of course.
Suggestions - We do not provide fly fishing gear. You must bring your
own. Fly fishing for peacocks is very productive, but can be tiring if you're
not used to blind casting and rapidly stripping a heavy fly rod all day long.
We recommend that you consider switching off to baitcasting or spinning
tackle from time to time (conventional gear is provided at no charge).

♦ Multi-Species Variety - Rio Travessao

Guides and Boat Configurations - Angler s fish fr om nar r ower 19’ aluGuides and Boat Configurations - Live aboar d our comfor table,
minum bass boats, purpose-built to handle the rocky fast water here. Casting
elegant mothership - fish from 17’ aluminum bass boats. Big casting
platforms front and center, 2 anglers per boat and guide in the rear. Our
platforms front and center, 2 anglers per boat and an expert guide
guides here are native Indians from the reserve’s tribe. They are well-trained
operating the boat from the rear. Our guides have the knowledge and in client service, are amazing boat pilots and know every rock in the river
experience to optimize your effectiveness by boat positioning, and
and every fish holding structure. They are not, however, fly-fishermen. Our
wind and trolling motor control. They are among the finest fly casters camp staff manager will provide you with the condition and species approyou’ll ever encounter and well-versed in the selection of appropriate
priate information to gear up properly and will make certain that you and
flies, lines, gear and the techniques for most effectively using them.
your guide are both on the same page regarding your daily goals.
There simply are no better Amazon peacock bass fly-fishing guides!
Picapau Lodge - We start our season here in November. Anglers are based
Igapo Acu Reserve - We star t our season in late August in what
in our rustic but comfortable lodge and can overnight in our upriver satellite
we consider the absolute best Amazon peacock bass fly-fishing desti- safari camp to avail themselves of this entire gigantic fishery. The key here
nation. Our yacht is the exclusive mothership operation in this huge,
is variety and access to an amazing array of Amazon exotic species. Bring
restricted Indian reservation. With no commercial fishing or subsistthe same array of gear as recommended above.
ence harvesting to impact population, and no other angling pressure,
Peacock bass - The native species, Cichla vazzoleri, is well adapted to its
this is a hugely prolific peacock bass fishery. Further, the system’s
fast-water habitat. In this river’s inherent rocky structure, they inhabit eveclear black waters and extensive lagoon structures lend themselves to rything from off-stream rock gardens to mid-stream breakwaters. Typically
extremely successful fly-fishing. Anglers here will find consistently
caught from 6 to 10 lbs. these feisty fish range up to 14 lbs.
higher numbers (averaging around 50 per day) and greater size (up to
Wolfish - These violent brutes favor creek mouths, rocky defiles and deep
20+ pounds) than in the tired waters of the over-priced and heavily
points. Quick to leap and spin when hooked, 15lb. to 25lb. Trophies are
hyped “fly-fishing only” destinations (more about that below).
typical and we’ve caught several in the 30 pound class here.
Rio Negro Basin - By late October we move to the Rio Negro basin
Bicuda - Boulengerella cuvieri - These elongate fast-start predators are the
where the world’s largest peacock bass are found. Top end size here
largest in the family and known for aerial acrobatics. Ranging up to 15 lbs.
ranges from 20 lbs. up to the world-record, although catch numbers
are generally lower than our earlier season destination. Average daily they are fairly rare but readily caught on fly when encountered.
catch numbers are more variable here (from 15 to 40 per day), tending Payara - Although common in the fishery, these big, fanged monsters are a
to decrease as location ranges from the lower central (Moura/
challenging fly rod target because of their feeding habits. Big rods and
Barcelos) to upper (Santa Isabel/Sao Gabriel) sections of the basin.
heavy sinking lines can succeed in deep holes, eddies and tailraces.
There is no more exciting fly fishing quarry than the wild and
Pacu - An absolute hoot on a 5 weight fly rod, several species are present
brutish peacock bass. This is where subtlety and finesse meets sheer
here and can attain over 10 lbs. Drifting a grasshopper pattern or a “bread”
physical power - a true test of tackle and techniques. Typical gear
fly elicits a gentle take, but a tough, extended battle.
considerations are as follows;
Patterns -Extra-large streamers fished on a sinking line are most pro- Catfish - What? Catfish on a fly? Yes, it can be done. Determined anglers
can catch sleek sorubim up to 35 pounds on streamer flies. Better yet, use
ductive (not only for numbers, but for larger-sized fish as well). We
our free conventional tackle to take a break and hook up with several giant
recommend “Sidewinder's Peacock Rattle Fly in red/yellow”. Other
popular flies include big Deceivers, Bunnies, Zonkers, Clousser Min- species including redtails, jau, jundira and the goliath piraiba up to 350lbs!
nows and baitfish imitations. The Igapo Acu is one of the few pea♦ Fly-Fishing Only Destinations
cock bass fisheries where topwater poppers and sliders produce well.
Fly rods - fast action rods load sinking lines efficiently, with needed
Ever buy a nice fishing scissor - maybe 5 bucks? How about a “fly
'backbone'. Bring at least 2, because rods can break. Reels don't need fishing” scissor? ... probably 3 times as much! Putting the label fly fishing
a lot of backing since peacocks don't make long runs, but a smooth,
on anything tends to jack up the price. Have you looked at the prices of “fly
strong drag is essential. A, reasonably priced outfit (Tackle-box.net)
fishing only” operations? They can be pretty scary when compared to other,
includes; a fast action, 9-foot, 8 or 9 wght. rod and matched reel.
similar quality operations. Did you know that most of these locations also
Lines - Sinking lines are much more effective for streamers than
host conventional anglers for much lower prices when fly fishermen, who
floating lines. Don't bring just any old sink tip. An integrated sinking seem to be willing to pay more, aren’t present or when vacant weeks occur?
line such as a Rio 24-foot 200 or 300-grain Density Compensated line
Acute Angling makes no pr etensions at being a “purist” operation. We
is easier to cast and can be fished on anything from an 8 to 10 weight believe in using our great mobility, adherence to seasonal patterns and superod. If you like, bring an intermediate line for shallow waters and a
rior knowledge of the species and their habitats to provide anglers with optifloating line with a drastic weight-forward taper for poppers and slid- mal fishing opportunities. Fly anglers needn’t fear the existence of conveners. Be aware that big fish are more readily caught on sinking lines.
tional anglers in their midst. Frankly, fly fishing is often the most effective
Leaders: Peacocks ar e not leader shy. Most fly angler s use a
technique to find and catch trophy Amazon fishes. We are pleased to prostraight shot (approximately 9 feet) of flexible 50 pound monofilavide equal pricing and equal opportunities for success for all anglers, rement leader. Anything lighter can be snapped off like sewing thread if gardless of their tackle preferences!
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Economy peacock bass
Enjoy the Same Accommodations as our
higher priced trips in a September fishery.
This might be the best bargain in the Amazon. Experience, a remote, exotic fishery in the heart of the planet’s most primeval
wilderness for less than the cost of puttering around after Florida’s little-bitty butterfly peacocks in the shadow of Miami’s airport. And you
get oh so much
Art Weston of
more! The peaColumbus, OH
cocks here
caught this impres(Cichla pinima)
sive aruana here.
are much bigger than Florida’s (up to 17
pounds) with
excellent numbers (15 to 40
per day is typical). This fishery surprised us

We thought we could explore this region as an offshoot of
our 2016 Exploratory, but it’s distance and inaccessibility quite
effectively thwarted us. Waterfalls and looming rocks create a navigational barrier to casual entry, so we’re going to press onward with
a more direct approach. We’ll fly our safari style tent camp as well
as our exploring anglers in on a Cessna Caravan floatplane.
The good news for this Explor atory is that we have a pr etty
good idea of what we’ll find and where best to find it. Extensive
interviews with the
Piraiba, even larger than this one (up
few locals ever to
visit there have let
to 255 lbs.) have been caught here.
us understand that
our optimal location
will be above 15
separate waterfalls.
Here, we expect
to encounter big
sorubim, redtail cats
and giant piraiba up
to 250 pounds. The
locals also claim
(and we’re inclined
to believe) that the
#
Leaves Manaus Returns
Availability
region not only
CX1
Aug. 27, 2017
Sept. 3
- 8 openings - holds some fast wa-

with its species richDepart Manaus Return Price Status
#
ness too. It yields three
BE1 Sept. 3rd, 2017 Sept. 10 $3450 open
giant catfish species
BE2 Sept. 10th, 2017 Sept. 17 $3450 open
(redtails to 100 lbs.,
sorubim to 30 lbs. and BE3 Sept. 17th, 2016 Sept. 24 $3450 open
filhote to well over 100
BE4 Sept. 24th, 2016 Oct. 1 $3450 open
lbs.). To our surprise
we also encountered
some of the biggest aruana we’ve ever seen. And to add a bit of sauce
on top of this casserole, the Piranima also holds apapa, the Amazon’s
biggest sardines. Ever catch a violent, top-water-blasting SARDINE?
Probably not, unless you’ve explored the Amazon. Nowhere else can
you find an exotic trip like this at a price even remotely close.
Want even more for your $3450! Enjoy the comfort, convenience
and security of our mobile floating bungalows; a refined trip mechanism that normally sells for $4950! Enjoy excellent meals, private
bathrooms, hot showers and air-conditioning. Experience the exclusivity of floatplane access and the excitement of casting to virgin waters
with the Amazon’s foremost fishing experts. These 4 weeks will fill
rapidly at this incredible price … Call now (866 832-2987) or email us
and enjoy a bucket list trip without having to win the lottery!

ter peacock bass but also a rather rare “giant
matrinchão” - over 10 lbs. It’s not really an
accurate name, but one the locals have applied to this species belonging to a group of
fishes known as brycons (Family Bryconidae); a broadly diverse group of fishes
ranging in size from small aquarium fishes
to the famous giant golden dorado. Similar
fishes are called “mamori” or “jatorana” in
other regions. We look forward to the opportunity to encounter these exciting aerial
fighters on our exploration next fall.
Our unique exploratory trips ar e focused on and dedicated to finding new and
better fishing opportunities. They are truly
Amazon explorations, but they’re not for
everyone. Although unexplored and inaccessible new areas promise exciting fishing,
they also carry the possibility of extended
travel, uncertain itineraries, untrained guides
and sometimes, difficult fishing. Unlike our
refined and polished regularly scheduled
trips, explorations are not always so perfect- Giant matrinchão (or
ly choreographed. We’ll welcome 8 intrepid jatorana / mamori).
anglers to join us on this adventure - $5450
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First time visitors to the Amazon often have rather distorted preconceptions of what they might encounter here. These somewhat
skewed expectations typically reflect the influence of TV fishing shows, sensational Hollywood films, exaggerated works of fiction
and trendy news media spin. We have limited space here to try to illuminate all of it, but we’ve picked a few of the most frequently
arising current questions to address. You can obtain broader information and far greater detail on our website at acuteangling.com.

♦ No, certainly not! This is a huge basin with widely differ ing habitats. Fisheries that contain giant peacock bass are concentrated in the Amazon lowlands, while some of the other exotics like payara, wolfish and giant piraiba are found in high gradient, highlands rivers. Just as you wouldn’t head to Wyoming for
largemouth bass or to Florida for rainbow trout, Amazon sportfishes are likewise found in different areas of this gigantic basin
(the size of the continental U.S.). Amazon fishes have specific
distributions, just as other sportfish in other regions!

♦ There is no “best” type. We oper ate differ ent tr ip types to
access different species in different regions with different logistical challenges. This calls for different operating mechanisms to
successfully access the targeted sportfish. For this reason, we
use a mothership operation (for navigable waters), a floating
bungalow camp (for waters with navigational challenges), a
fixed lodge (for mountain waters not navigable by large vessels)
and a safari style tent camp (for some of our exploratory voyages). In spite of their vastly different configurations, we provide
essentially the same amenities in each of our trips (except for the
safari camp). You’ll enjoy air-conditioned comfort, private bathrooms, refreshing individual showers, great food, excellent wine
and an always open bar in all of our operations. It’s really a
function of using the right tool for the specific job.

♦ It’s not a question of calendar dates, it’s all about water
levels. Our fisher ies sit just south of the equator . Ther e is no
summer/winter climate dichotomy here. Rather, Amazon seasons are defined as “wet” or “dry”. Our fisheries are subject to
what can best be described as a “once-a-year-tide”. Water levels
can range from 20 to 40 feet higher during the flood periods, as
compared to low water periods. Fishing is impossible during the
peak of the flood. Fishing is almost always best during “falling
water” periods. Our fishing operations use mobility or conservative scheduling to ensure that anglers are always fishing in optimal conditions. Fishing success is a matter of being in the right
place at the right time … and that’s the only time we fish.

♦ Far away from human population. Both subsistence and
commercial fishing can significantly reduce fishing performance. For this reason, all of our trips are so remote that they
require charter flights or floatplanes to get you there. We concentrate on areas where commercial fishing is prohibited or we
contract with Indian reservations or local communities to enjoy
exclusive access to restricted fishing waters. We only go where
fishing conditions give our anglers the opportunity to realize
their expectations.

♦ Call us. We’ll help you to sort out the options and select the
trip most appropriate for your expectations. We only operate
Amazon fishing trips. We are the foremost experts in the field.

♦ Pshaw! That’s Hollywood stuff. For the most par t, we fish in
what can best be described as “benign” environments. The horrors of
piranha, jaguar and anacondas are truly the stuff of Hollywood fiction. Piranha are actually the panfish of the Amazon and they simply
don’t eat people. In fact, since they are quite tasty, people eat piranha.
Jaguars too don’t attack people. Highly intelligent and immensely
capable, they have long ago learned that humankind is the most dangerous animal in the jungle. They carefully keep their distance, making a jaguar sighting a rare and exciting experience. Anaconda are
also not a danger to our anglers. If they can’t swallow you, you aren't
food (and they can’t swallow an adult human), If you aren’t food,
they won’t approach you. Although we encounter them occasionally,
they too are a rare and exciting sighting. Our guides are all Amazon
outdoorsmen and will keep you as safe as their professional hunting or fishing counterparts in any other wilderness environment.

♦ It just isn’t an issue here! First of all, the waters we fish are
essentially mosquito free. Fisher ies that contain giant peacock
bass and our other exotic aquatic targets are all “Blackwater” systems. The low pH inherent in these waters (highly acidic - ranging
from 3.5 to 6.0) inhibits successful reproduction and development of
aquatic mosquito larva. Blackwater does not harbor mosquitos!
♦ Secondly, the mosquito species that transmit Zika are not native to the waters we fish. Zika is tr ansmitted via Aedes mosquitos. Thus: Where Aedes is not present → there is no Zika. Aedes
Aegyptus, the Zika vector, is absent from our fisheries!
♦ Third, the Zika virus is not present in the regions we fish. Zika
is mostly encountered in certain areas in Brazil - Zika cases are concentrated in the Northeast and coastal regions of the country and in
cities. Our fisheries are a very long way from the areas affected.
♦ Fourth, even if it were present, Zika does not pose a significant
health risk to our anglers. The ter r ible effect of infant micr ocephaly is only a danger to unborn children. Thus, pregnant women are
the only ones for whom Zika is a real concern. According to CDC,
most people infected with Zika will never even notice the symptoms.
♦ Fifth, Brazil is taking aggressive action to halt the spread of
Zika. As of this wr iting, effective mosquito contr ol methods ar e
being deployed throughout Brazil. These actions will certainly diminish the chances of Zika arriving in any of our Amazon fisheries.
♦ In conclusion, the Zika virus should not scare travelers to the
Amazon into staying home. Fr ankly, at this time, the likelihood of
encountering Zika on an Acute Angling trip is lower than the odds of
it being contracted in the southern U.S.

♦ No! It’s actually easier than many other remote fishing destinations. Our staff will pr ovide you with a “turnkey” travel package.
Our professionals can arrange your flights, provide travel insurance
and offer visa services for all of our anglers. We will take your hand
from the moment you arrive in Brazil to the time you depart for your
flight home. We will provide all accommodations, services and transfers. We have over two decades of Amazon experience and are at
your service from the moment you reserve your trip with us.
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We Are Much More Than Just Fishing ...
Every business claims that they're the best, that they go the extra
mile and all the rest of the marketing buzzwords we expect. Frankly,
that’s precisely how we feel about our product. But we actually do
more than just make claims—we provide real extra services, truly
unique options and rare, exclusive opportunities to our clients;
Some extras, like our attention to detail, our thorough pre-trip
information, our single layer of responsibility and our industry-leading,
fair and just terms and conditions are not so visible until you examine
them carefully and compare us with others;
Some, like our flight booking services, visa assistance, travel
insurance, etc. are part of our extensive, turn-key preparatory services and are simply available from the moment you sign up for a trip.
Some, are quietly included as an integral part of our trips,
like catfishing, indigenous village visits, hikes, seminars, shore lunches, spotlighting adventures, Brazilian barbeques and more.
But, some of our unique extras and options are clearly seen,
felt and experienced, We've outlined a few for your information ;
Kayak Fishing in the Amazon - We have added yet another, exclusive dimension to our already exciting adventures.

Client Photo Gallery - Fishing in the Amazon is an extremely
photogenic activity. The scenery is awesome, the culture and people
are enchanting and the trophies merit the lifetime memories a good
photo can ensure. As a result, our anglers take a lot of photos — not
just to remember their experience but to share it with others. We’ve

now taken it to
the next level. All
our clients have
access to their
own Acute Angling Photo Gallery, where they
can share their
images and
show the world
their trophies,
their artistic impressions and their Amazon fishing mojo!
Giant Arapaima Fishing Trip - add-on
option - Acute Angling is the only Amazon
operator to offer one, two or three day Arapaima side trips to its clients. We’ve found
an exclusive, wild, fishery that will put you
in the middle of good numbers of honking
big arapaima that are accessible on rod
and reel (like the 185 pound giant pictured
here). We are pleased to provide this extraordinary experience as a convenient,
easy add-on to any of our regularly scheduled trips. The “Arapaima Option” can be
added on to any Acute Angling trip from
September through early January. Please
note, that this option is only available as an
add-on to anglers already booked on an
existing Acute Angling trip.
Exploratory Trips - We go where no one
else can or will to find the kind of adventure fishing experience rapidly disappearing from our planet ... and we invite our anglers to join
us. Sometimes the accommodations are basic safari camps; Sometimes they’re more comfortable; like our floating bungalows or an air
-conditioned boat. Regardless of the mechanism, they always provide first class fishing adventure. No one but Acute Angling offers
you extraordinary Amazon adventure opportunities like these.

7. Our operations are extremely comfortable - Our beautiful
1. We run our trips from top to bottom - We are owner, op- Blackwater Explorer is a comfortable yacht with individual airconditioners, comfortable beds, private bathrooms and hot showers in
erator, outfitter and organizer rolled into one. If anything is
each cabin. Our floating bungalows and multi-species lodge sport the
ever not right, we'll correct it or make it good. There’s never
same amenities. Your only job on all of our trips is to eat, drink,
any finger-pointing - we could only ever point at ourselves!
sleep, fish, relax and enjoy the fishing trip of a lifetime.
2. First and foremost, we are a sportfishing operation, focused on providing a productive trip with all the creature com- 8. We have old-fashioned morals and a modern business model committed to providing the best product that can be offered; delivforts you need. We are NOT a cruise ship with some fishing
ered with diligence and honesty... as in days gone by. We’re willing
added … We ARE truly a finely honed fishing machine.
to make a promise to you, be responsible to deliver it and ensure that
3. Amazon fishing is ruled by water level. If it’s right, fish- we have the resources to support it.
ing is great. If not, it can be disappointing. We go where conditions are right. Our operations are highly mobile and we don’t 9. We provide a broad Amazon experience - understanding that
you want to see and feel the Amazon, its wildlife and its people as
hesitate to move anytime it will improve fishing quality.
part of your trip. We offer our anglers visits to Indian villages, spot4. We are the world's leading authority on peacock bass lighting excursions, jungle hikes, shore lunches - even seminars
In fishing, knowledge is power! With over twenty years of
about this unique wilderness.
experience and a team headed by a PhD in Neotropical Ichthy10. Put simply - We offer the best value in the Amazon - Not only
ology, we have the power to maximize your success.
are our prices lower, but we deliver much, much more. There are no
5. Our turn-key trip packages are totally complete, - We’ll layers of commission or silly marketing frills. We provide a producwalk you through every aspect of your trip with support to put tive, polished and comfortable trip with top-quality service, support,
everything into place. We’re always just a phone call away.
food and drink ... thousands of dollars below any competitor even
approaching our quality.
6. Our trips are top shelf - We provide quality fishing gear,
quality wines, featuring Argentine Malbecs, Chilean Cabernets
and Portuguese Alentejos ... and our food is second to none!

Trip calendars
Acute angling’s
Amaz0n operations

*Note - Calendars shown
are intended to outline the
season for each of our trips.
They are not date specific and
do not indicate availability.

Please contact us to request our
date-specific availability listing

Blackwater Explorer
- peacock bass trips — fishing seasons by region
$4250 - Double Occupancy
$4750 - Single Occupancy

Fall - Igapo Aҫu Indian Reserve - $5250 - 6 Groups - Monday Transfers
August
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed Thu

September
Fri

Sat

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed Thu

October
Fri

Sun

Sat

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Gp. 6

Louise
Larsen,

Gp. 2

Mon

Gp. 3
Gp. 4
Gp. 5

Gp. 1

Fall - Rio Negro Basin -

$4250 - Double Occupancy
$4750 - Private Cabin

October
Gp. 1

Mon

Tue

Wed Thu

11 Groups - Friday Transfers

November
Fri

Sat

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed Thu

December
Fri

Sat

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu Fri

Sat

Gp. 4

Gp. 8

Gp. 1

Gp. 5

Gp. 9

Gp. 2

Gp. 6

Gp. 10

Gp. 3

Gp. 7

Gp. 11
Gp. 1

Winter - Rio Negro Basin -

$4250 - Double Occupancy
$4750 - Private Cabin

January
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed Thu

10 Groups - Friday Transfers

February
Fri

Sat

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed Thu

March
Fri

Sat

Gp. 2

Gp. 6

Gp. 3

Gp. 7

Gp. 4

Gp. 8

Gp. 5

Gp. 9

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu Fri

Sat

Gp. 10

Ri0 Travessã0 - Multi-Species variety Trip - Picapau Lodge
Fall / Winter - 15 Groups - Wednesday Transfers - $5250
December

November
Su Mo Tu

Wed

Th

Su Mo Tu

Fr Sa

Wed

Th

January
Fr Sa

Su Mo Tu

Gp. 1

Gp. 11

Gp. 7

Gp. 12

Gp. 4

Gp. 8

Gp. 13

Gp. 5

Gp. 9

Gp. 1

Tue

Wed Thu

Fri

economy peacock bass

Wed

Th

Fr Sa

trophy peacocks

Fly-in Floating Bungalows - $3250 Fly-in Floating Bungalows - $4950
September - 4 Groups

Sat

Su Mo Tu

Gp. 15

Gp. 6

August - 1 Group
Mon

Fr Sa

Gp. 14

Gp. 3

Safari Style Tent Camp - $4950

Th

Gp. 10

Gp. 2

Exploratory trip

Sun

Wed

February

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed Thu

Fri

October - 4 Groups
Sat

Sun

Mon

Gp. 1

Gp. 1

Gp. 2

Gp. 2

Gp. 3

Gp. 3

Gp. 4

Gp. 4

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!

Toll-free - (866) 832-2987

Tue

Wed

Thu

webmaster@acuteangling.com

Fri

Sat

2016—2018 Trip availability
Acute angling’s
Brazilian Amaz0n

*Note - Available spaces
are shown as of 11/18/2016

Dates not listed are full.

Blackwater Explorer - peacock bass trips
$4250 - Double Occupancy
- Single Occupancy
2017 - 2018 schedule &$4750
Availability
$4250 - Double Occupancy
#

Leaves Manaus

-

Returns

$4750 - Private Cabin
Price

#

Departs Manaus

2016

Availability

AT4

2017

Fall 2017 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces

Price

Availability

Fall 2016 / Winter 2017 Season - Variety Trip Schedule
Dec. 14th, 2016

Dec. 21

$5250

- 3 openings -

AT8

Dec. 21st, 2016

Dec. 28

$5250

- Xmas -

Dec.. 28th, 2017

Jan. 4

$5250

- 2 openings -

BI1

Aug. 28, 2017

Sept. 4

$5250

- open -

AT9

BI4

Sept. 18, 2017

Sept. 25

$5250

- 3 openings -

AT10

Jan. 4th, 2017

Jan. 11

$5250

- 3 openings -

AT14

Feb. 1st, 2017

Feb. 8

$5250

- 1 opening -

Fall 2017 Season - Rio Negro Basin - Available Spaces
Oct. 13, 2017

Oct. 20

$4250

- 4 openings -

BN3

Oct. 27, 2017

Nov. 3

$4250

- 8 openings -

BN7

Nov. 24, 2017

Dec. 1

$4250

- open -

BN8

Dec. 1, 2017

Dec. 8

$4250

- 12 open -

BN9

Dec. 8, 2017

Dec. 15

$4250

- open -

BN10

Dec. 15, 2017

Dec. 22

$4250

- open -

BN11

Dec. 22, 2016

Dec. 29

$4250

- 9 openings -

2018
BN12

Winter 2018 Season - Early Available Spaces
Dec. 29, 2017

Jan. 4, 2018

$4250

- open -

2017

Fall 2017 / Winter 2018 Season - Variety Trip Schedule
Nov. 9th, 2017

Nov 16

$5450

- 3 openings -

BT3

Nov. 16th, 2017

Nov. 23

$5450

- open -

BT4

Nov. 23rd, 2017

Nov 30

$5450

- 6 openings -

BT7

Dec. 14th, 2017

Dec. 21

$5450

- 6 openings -

BT8

Dec. 21st, 2016

Dec. 28

$5250

- open -

BT9

Dec. 28th, 2017

Jan. 4, 2018

$5450

7 openings -

BT12

Jan. 18th, 2018

Jan. 25

$5450

- 6 openings -

BT13

Jan. 25th, 2018

Feb. 1

$5450

- 5 openings -

BT14

Feb. 1st, 2018

Feb. 8

$5450

- 2 openings -

BT16

Feb. 15th, 2018

Feb. 22

$5450

- open -

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

BF1

Oct. 9, 2017

Oct. 16

$4950

- open -

BN13

Jan. 4, 2018

Jan. 11

$4250

- 12 openings -

BN14

Jan. 11, 2018

Jan. 18

$4250

- 8 openings -

BN15

Jan. 18, 2018

Jan. 25

$4250

- open -

BN16

Jan. 25, 2018

Feb. 1

$4250

- open -

BN18

Feb. 8, 2018

Feb. 15

$4250

- 7 openings -

BN19

Feb. 15, 2018

Feb. 22

$4250

- 12 openings -

BN20

Feb. 22, 2018

Mar. 1

$4250

- open -

BF2

Oct. 16, 2017

Oct. 23

$4950

- open -

BN21

Mar 1, 2018

Mar. 8

$4250

- open -

BF3

Oct. 23, 2017

Oct. 30

$4950

- open -

BF4

Oct. 30, 2017

Nov. 6

$4950

- open -

Available Spaces for the Following (2018 / 19) Season
2018

$5250

- open -

CI3

Sept. 10, 2018

Sept. 17

$5250

- 4 openings -

CI4

Sept. 17, 2018

Sept. 24

$5250

- open -

CI5

Sept. 24, 2018

Oct. 1

$5250

- open -

Fall 2018 Season - Rio Negro Basin - Available Spaces

CN1

Oct. 11, 2018

Oct. 18

$4250

- open -

CN2

Oct. 18, 2018

Oct. 25

$4250

- open -

CN5

Nov. 8, 2018

Nov. 15

$4250

- open -

CN6

Nov. 15, 2018

Nov. 22

$4250

- open -

CN7

Nov. 22, 2018

Nov. 29

$4250

- open -

#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

BE1

Sept. 3rd, 2017

Sept. 10

$3450

- open -

BE2

Sept. 10th, 2017

Sept. 17

$3450

- open -

BE3

Sept. 17th, 2016

Sept. 24

$3450

- open -

BE4

Sept. 24th, 2016

Oct. 1

$3450

- open -

2017

Sept. 3

Fall 2018 Season

Aug. 27, 2018

201

Fly-in Floating Bungalows - economy trip

Fall 2018 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces

CI1

2017

BT2

2017 / 2018 Season

BN1

Fall 2017 / Winter 2018 Fishing Season

2017

2016 / 2017

Remaining Availability for Next Season - Fall 2017 / Winter 2018

Returns

Please Note - Peacock bass and Amazon exotic species fishing is controlled by ambient conditions. In order to ensure a quality experience and productive fishing for our clients, projected river and date combinations are always subject to change due to several factors;
access to the fishery named, changing weather conditions and optimal water levels. Although the mobility of our operations makes this is a very rare occurrence, if factors prevent
the use of a planned region or fishery on specified dates, an alternative fishery may be used
or alternative dates and/or rainchecks may be offered.

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime! Toll-free - Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987, Garry Reiss- (866) 431-1668 or webmaster@acuteangling.com

